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Definition

Perspective [Mifflin, 2004]
I A (mental) view or vista.

I The technique of representing three-dimensional objects
and depth relationships on a two-dimensional surface.

I The relationship of aspects of a subject to each other and
to a whole.

I Subjective evaluation of relative significance; a point of
view.

I The ability to perceive things in their actual interrelations
or comparative importance.
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Research Questions

Q1
Can we develop a computer algorithm to learn the perspective
reflected by a document?

Q2
Can we distinguish the sentences that convey specific
perspectives from the “perspective-free” (neutral) sentences?



Sentences from Different Perspectives

In the context of Palestinian-Israeli conflict:

Israeli Perspective
The inadvertent killing by Israeli forces of Palestinian civilians
– usually in the course of shooting at Palestinian terrorists – is
considered no different at the moral and ethical level than the
deliberate targeting of Israeli civilians by Palestinian suicide
bombers.

Palestinian Perspective
In the first weeks of the Intifada, for example, Palestinian
public protests and civilian demonstrations were answered
brutally by Israel, which killed tens of unarmed protesters.



Sentences from Different Perspectives?

In the context of Palestinian-Israeli conflict:

Israeli Perspective?
The green line was drawn up at the Rhodes Armistice talks in
1948-49.

Palestinian Perspective?
The Rhodes agreements of 1949 set them as the ceasefire lines
between Israel and the Arab states.

I Not every sentence conveys the perspective information.

I Identifying the sentences that convey common
information helps us zero in sentences that convey
perspectives.



Motivation

I Identifying perspectives is an interesting and challenging
scientific question.

I Many applications will be made possible by the ability to
identify perspectives automatically.



The Scientific Question of Identifying Perspectives

To develop a computational algorithm for identifying the
perspective of a document, we have to answer the following
questions:

I How is the perspective of the writer evident in the
document?

I Can we develop a formal representation of perspectives?

I How do perspectives emerge, evolve, and change?

I How can we represent perspectives beyond text, for
example, image or video perspective?

I Can we develop a learning algorithm to acquire knowledge
of individual perspectives from examples?



Application: Summarization

I We would like a “good” summary of all 2301 news
articles.

I Can we summarize the Iraqi perspective? The British
perspective?

I Furthermore, can we summarize the news articles for
Republican or Democrat voters?

I We thus can move toward multi-document,
multi-perspective summarization.



Application: Question Answering

I We would like to ask more than just fact-based questions.

I We thus can move toward multi-perspective question
answering.



Relevant Work

I Text Categorization

I Discourse Analysis

I Data Mining

I Content Analysis

I Communications and Journalism



Opinion Recognition and Extraction

I Learning subjective language
[Wiebe et al., 2004, Riloff et al., 2003,
Riloff and Wiebe, 2003, Wilson et al., 2004], e.g.
“frustrated”, “concern”, “fearful”.

I Identifying opinionated documents
[Wiebe et al., 2004, Yu and Hatzivassiloglou, 2003]

I Identifying opinionated sentences
[Yu and Hatzivassiloglou, 2003, Riloff et al., 2003,
Riloff and Wiebe, 2003, Wilson et al., 2004]

Labeling a document or a sentence as subjective is not
enough to identify the perspective.

The perspective of an author can be expressed in subtler
ways than the explicit vocabulary.



Positive and Negative Language

I Discriminating between positive and negative language
[Yu and Hatzivassiloglou, 2003,
Turney and Littman, 2003, Pang et al., 2002,
Dave et al., 2003, Nasukawa and Yi, 2003,
Morinaga et al., 2002], e.g. “superior” vs. “inferior”.

I Automatic classification of movie or product reviews as
positive or negative
[Turney and Littman, 2003, Nasukawa and Yi, 2003,
Mullen and Collier, 2004, Beineke et al., 2004,
Pang and Lee, 2004, Hu and Liu, 2004]

An overall perspective usually reflects relative importance
on various issues, not just positive or negative opinions
toward a particular person or event.

The perspective of a document is not necessarily
expressed in either positive or negative language.



bitterlemons Corpus

I The corpus used in this paper is a collection of articles
from a website, http://www.bitterlemons.org, as of
February 2005.

I The website is set up to “contribute to mutual
understanding [between Palestinians and Israels] through
the open exchange of ideas”

I Every week an issue relevant to Israeli-Palestinian conflict
is selected for discussion, e.g., Disengagement: unilateral
or coordinated?, which contains two articles from a
Palestinian editor and an Israeli editor, and two articles
from Israeli and Palestinian interviewees or guests.

I Each document is labeled as either from the Palestinian
or Israeli perspective by the editors.

http://www.bitterlemons.org


bitterlemons Corpus

Palestinian Israeli

Written by editors 148 149
Written by guests 149 148
Total number of documents 297 297
Average document length 740.4 816.1
Number of sentences 8963 9640
Subjective Sentences 65.6% 66.2%



Modeling Perspectives

I We cast the problem of identifying document-level and
sentence-level perspectives as a classification task.

I Given a corpus C of documents c1, . . . , c|C|, we train a
document-level classifier to assign the perspective di of
document ci to one of the document-level perspective set
D = {+1,−1} (i.e. {Israeli, Palestinian}).

I We train a sentence-level classifier to assign the
sentence-level perspective si ,j of sentence ei ,j to one of
the pre-defined sentence-level perspective labels
S = {+1, 0,−1} (i.e. {Israeli, Neutral, or Palestinian}).



Support Vector Machine

I The basic idea behind Support Vector Machine (SVM)
[Cristianini and Shawe-Taylor, 2000] is to find the decision
boundary in the feature space with the largest margin.

I SVM has been shown to be very effective in text
classification [Joachims, 1998].
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Näıve Bayes Models

I The Näıve Bayes model is a probability model that
models the process of jointly generating the words and
perspective.

I The Näıve Bayes model has been shown to be effective
for text classification [Lewis, 1998].
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Document-Level Perspective Identification Results

Model Data Set Accuracy

Random
0.5

NB
All

0.9428

SVM
All

0.9220

NB
Editors

0.9895

SVM
Editors

0.9724

NB
Guests

0.8789

SVM
Guests

0.8621

I Both näıve Bayes and SVM are very effective in
identifying document-level perspectives.

I Do these models learn the perspectives or just the writing
styles?



Identifying Document-Level Perspectives with

Different Training and Testing Sets

Model Training Testing Accuracy

Random 0.5
NB Guests Editors 0.9327
SVM Guests Editors 0.8822
NB Editors Guests 0.8485
SVM Editors Guests 0.8148

I Both näıve Bayes and SVM indeed learn the Palestinian
and Israeli perspectives reflected in the words and their
frequencies.



The Top 20 Most Frequent Words

Palestinian Israel
palestinian (0.0394) israel (0.0341)
israel (0.0372) palestinian (0.0255)
state (0.0095) s (0.0119)
s (0.0084) state (0.0089)
politics (0.0077) settle (0.0072)
peace (0.0071) sharon (0.0071)
international (0.0066) peace (0.0064)
people (0.0060) arafat (0.0059)
settle (0.0057) arab (0.0057)
occupation (0.0055) politics (0.0051)
sharon (0.0055) two (0.0050)
right (0.0054) process (0.0044)
govern (0.0049) secure (0.0043)
two (0.0047) conflict (0.0039)
secure (0.0044) lead (0.0039)
end (0.0042) america (0.0035)
conflict (0.0042) agree (0.0034)
process (0.0042) right (0.0034)
side (0.0038) gaza (0.0034)



Latent Perspective Models

I Given the absence of sentence-level tags, it is not possible
to directly apply SVM and näıve Bayes models to
sentence-level perspective classification.

I Our solution is to introduce a new random variable, Si ,j ,
to model the perspective of the jth sentence in the
document ci .

I Since the sentence-level perspective is neither annotated
nor observed in the data, we call Si ,j the “latent”
variables, and a model incorporating the sentence-level
perspective is a Latent Perspective Models (LPM).



LPM Model One

M
N

Wi ,j ,k

Si ,j

Di

I One may favor Model One given we know that there are
two groups of authors within each perspective in the
bitterlemons corpus, i.e. editors and guests.

I Model One is similar to the idea of modeling a topic with
multiple mixtures [Nigam et al., 2000].

I Model One conditions the multinomial word probability
with the document-level perspective, i.e. P(Wi ,j ,k|Si ,j , Di),
and thus P(W |S = 0(Neutral), D = Israel) may not
equal to P(W |S = 0(Neutral), D = Palestinian), which
make them not “neutral” at all.



LPM Model Two

M
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I In Model Two the word probabilities are conditioned only
on sentence-level perspectives, i.e. P(Wi ,j ,k |Si ,j).



Parameter Estimation

The log likelihood of Model Two:

l(θ) =

|C|∑

i=1

log P(di) +

M∑

j=1

|S|∑

v=1

si ,j log P(si ,j |di)

+
N∑

k=1

log P(wi ,j ,k |si ,j)

si ,j is latent and never observed, we cannot directly compute
the log likelihood. We find the maximum likelihood estimates
of the parameters using Expectation-Maximization (EM)
[Dempster et al., 1977].



Expectation Maximization

E-step

P(Si ,j = 1|di , wi ,j ,1, . . . , wi ,j ,N ; θ̂(t)) =
P(wi,j,1,...,wi,j,N |si,j ;θ̂

(t))P(si,j |di ;θ̂
(t))P|S|

si,j
P(wi,j,1,...,wi,j,N |si,j ;θ̂(t))P(si,j |di ;θ̂(t))
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Predicting Sentence-Level Perspective

Given a sentence, we invoke Bayes rule to find the most likely
sentence-level perspective as follows,

arg max
si,j

P(si ,j |di , wi ,j ,1, . . . , wi ,j ,k; θ) =

P(si ,j |di ; θ)
∏N

k=1 P(wi ,j ,k |si ,j ; θ)∑
si,j∈S

P(d ; θ)
∏N

k=1 P(wi ,j ,k |si ,j ; θ)
(1)



Evaluation of Sentence-Level Experiments

I How can we evaluate sentence-level predictions without
sentence-level labels?

I We assume all sentences from Israeli documents are either
Israeli or Neutral, and similarly sentences from Palestinian
documents are either Palestinian or Neutral.

I Therefore, sentences from Palestinian documents are
counted as correct as long as the prediction from
sentence-level classifiers is either Palestinian or Neutral.

I However, there’s a trivial baseline for perfect Accuracy,
i.e. predicting every sentence as Neutral.

I We propose a new evaluation metric, Recovery, which is
the micro average of recalls from both perspectives.



Identifying Sentence-Level Perspective Results

Model Accuracy Recovery Average
All Israeli 0.5182 - -
NB 0.7529 - -
LPM 0.8313 0.4296 0.6305
All Neutral 1.0 0.0 0.5

I LPM achieves better accuracy than näıve Bayes model
that does not explicitly model sentence-level perspectives.



Conclusions

I Identifying perspectives from which a document or a
sentence was written is an interesting and challenging
problem.

I Statistical models from topical text categorization such as
SVM and Näıve Bayes are effective in identifying
document-level perspectives.

I Latent Perspective Models have been shown to be
effective for uncovering the perspective from which a
sentence was written without sentence-level labels.
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